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Introduction to Seismic ExplorationIntroduction to Seismic Exploration
andand

Elementary Digital AnalysisElementary Digital Analysis

Some of the material I will cover today Some of the material I will cover today 
can be found in the book on pages can be found in the book on pages 
1919--20 and 12220 and 122--130.130.

However, much of what I will cover is However, much of what I will cover is 
not in the booknot in the booknot in the book… not in the book… 

IntroductionIntroduction

As As more than 90% of geophysical more than 90% of geophysical 
exploration utilizes seismic methods, it’s exploration utilizes seismic methods, it’s 
appropriate to spend at least half of this appropriate to spend at least half of this 
course on seismic methods.course on seismic methods.

S i lS i l tili i ti itili i ti iSeismology Seismology utilizes variations in utilizes variations in 
elastic waves to determine structures elastic waves to determine structures 
inside the earth. Important variables inside the earth. Important variables 
include elastic constants and density. include elastic constants and density. 

There There are two are two principal principal methods of methods of 
seismic exploration, seismic seismic exploration, seismic refractionrefraction and and 
seismic seismic reflectionreflection.  Both are .  Both are used by used by 
industry and academia, industry and academia, but reflection is by but reflection is by 
far the most important.far the most important.

Reflection Reflection is used extensively in oil is used extensively in oil yy
exploration and marine exploration, while exploration and marine exploration, while 
refraction is used in engineering applications refraction is used in engineering applications 
and crustal studies. In both cases, the and crustal studies. In both cases, the 
energy is supplied by the experimenter. energy is supplied by the experimenter. 

About About 90% of what we know about the 90% of what we know about the 
earth’s interior is based in seismic data. For earth’s interior is based in seismic data. For 
very deep studies very deep studies -- below the crust, we need below the crust, we need 
to use earthquakes (or nuclear explosions) to use earthquakes (or nuclear explosions) 
for sourcesfor sources..

In In EExploration Geophysics, we use xploration Geophysics, we use p p yp p y
sound waves sound waves that we generate and send that we generate and send 
into the earth.  The waves reflect and refract into the earth.  The waves reflect and refract 
on their travel through the subsurface before on their travel through the subsurface before 
they are returned to the surface where we they are returned to the surface where we 
record their wave forms on record their wave forms on seismometersseismometers.. SSoundound waves are waves are CompressionalCompressional waveswavesThere There are two types of seismic are two types of seismic waves:waves:

CCompressional (ompressional (PP)  waves)  waves and and Shear (Shear (SS)  waves)  waves
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Before Before getting into seismic methods getting into seismic methods 
and processing, we’ll spend some time on and processing, we’ll spend some time on 
the principles of digital data the principles of digital data analysis, analysis, 
including a bit of theory and an intro to the including a bit of theory and an intro to the 
jargon. jargon. 

SinceSince effectively all geophysicaleffectively all geophysicalSince Since effectively all geophysical effectively all geophysical 
analysis is now done on computers, a basic analysis is now done on computers, a basic 
understanding of the power and limitations understanding of the power and limitations 
of digital methods is important.of digital methods is important.

The The output of seismometers and output of seismometers and 
other instruments often require other instruments often require 
considerable work before the information considerable work before the information 
contained can be made useful.  contained can be made useful.  

The The operations necessary may operations necessary may 
require large numbers of repeated require large numbers of repeated 
calculations calculations -- the type of operations the type of operations 
efficiently handled by a computer.  efficiently handled by a computer.  

Unfortunately Unfortunately we can't simply 'feed' we can't simply 'feed' 
the data into the computer and "tell" the the data into the computer and "tell" the 
computer what information we want (not computer what information we want (not 
yet,yet, anywayanyway –– computers are still very computers are still very 
stupid).  We need to understand both the stupid).  We need to understand both the 
benefits possible and the limitations benefits possible and the limitations 
imposed by computer, or imposed by computer, or digitaldigital,  analysis.,  analysis.

Since Since we’re dealing with waves, it we’re dealing with waves, it 
would be a good idea to understand wave would be a good idea to understand wave 
terminology:terminology:
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This figure This figure shows a wave as seen on shows a wave as seen on 
an an instrument. instrument. 

Time (sec)

This This wave has an wave has an amplitudeamplitude of 0.5 of 0.5 ––
the height from the flat (zero) to the peak the height from the flat (zero) to the peak 
of the wave.   of the wave.   
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This This wave has  a wave has  a frequencyfrequency of 2 Hz,  of 2 Hz,  
the number of cycles there are in one the number of cycles there are in one 
secondsecond..

Time (sec)

Frequency is Frequency is the inverse of the inverse of periodperiod, which , which 
is the number of seconds per cycle (0.5 s).is the number of seconds per cycle (0.5 s).
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Here is the Here is the same wave,  but now we same wave,  but now we see see 
how it looks along a line on the ground in the how it looks along a line on the ground in the 
direction that the wave is traveling in.  direction that the wave is traveling in.  

g gDistance along the ground (km)

The The wavelengthwavelength of this wave is given by of this wave is given by 
the distance traveled in one cycle, (0.8 the distance traveled in one cycle, (0.8 km).km).
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How fast is this wave moving along the ground?How fast is this wave moving along the ground?

We can figure this out using some very simple We can figure this out using some very simple 
relationships:relationships:

FrequencyFrequency =  =  cycles/ timecycles/ time
WavelengthWavelength = distance= distance/ cycle/ cycleWavelengthWavelength =  distance=  distance/ cycle/ cycle
Velocity        Velocity        =  distance/time=  distance/time

How fast is this wave moving along the ground?How fast is this wave moving along the ground?

If we If we multiply multiply frequency (f) by wavelength (frequency (f) by wavelength (λλ),  ),  
we getwe get::

f * f * λλ = cycles/time  * distance / cycle = cycles/time  * distance / cycle 
== distance / time = velocitydistance / time = velocity= = distance / time = velocitydistance / time = velocity

So the velocity of the wave above So the velocity of the wave above is:is:
2 cycles/sec * 0.8 km/cycle = 1.6 km/sec2 cycles/sec * 0.8 km/cycle = 1.6 km/sec

The formula for the wave above is:The formula for the wave above is:

y = A * sin [2y = A * sin [2ππ (f*t (f*t –– x /x / λλ)])]

wwhere A is the amplitudehere A is the amplitude
f is the frequencyf is the frequency
t is timet is time
x is distance along the pathx is distance along the path
and and λλ is the wavelengthis the wavelength

What must be done to the data to make it What must be done to the data to make it 
computercomputer--readable?readable?

Analog dataAnalog data::

t ime

Example of an analog time series. The signal is Example of an analog time series. The signal is 
continuous in amplitude and time. If there is a time when continuous in amplitude and time. If there is a time when 
the amplitude is Vthe amplitude is V0 0 and the amplitude is Vand the amplitude is V00++V at some V at some 
later time.  Then there is some time when the amplitude later time.  Then there is some time when the amplitude 
is Vis V00+dV, an infinitesimally small change from V+dV, an infinitesimally small change from V00++V. V. 

This is NOT true for digital signalsThis is NOT true for digital signals.

To To transform transform our our signals into a computersignals into a computer--
readable format, readable format, we need we need to to DIGITIZEDIGITIZE
them. We need to dothem. We need to do two thingstwo things::

1)1) Change the continuous signal into discrete Change the continuous signal into discrete 
SAMPLESSAMPLES in time in time (or space),  and(or space),  and

2) 2) QUANTIZEQUANTIZE the samples by limiting the the samples by limiting the 
smallest value, the smallest resolvable step smallest value, the smallest resolvable step 
in amplitude, and the largest size. We tell the in amplitude, and the largest size. We tell the 
computer the computer the SCALESCALE factor of the smallest factor of the smallest 
number it can recognize and limit the number it can recognize and limit the sizesize of of 
the sample.the sample.

ComputersComputers, being very stupid, can , being very stupid, can 
understand only two states, on and understand only two states, on and off (or off (or 
whatever you like to call whatever you like to call it: it: truetrue--false, 1false, 1--0, 0, 
yesyes--no, no, etcetc).  ).  

They They can't handle analog data directly can't handle analog data directly 
because because analog signals are defined at all analog signals are defined at all 
titi tt h ll th htt h ll th htimes times -- no matter how small the change no matter how small the change 
since a previous time since a previous time -- and the analog signal and the analog signal 
level is defined level is defined exactlyexactly..

Computers Computers can't understand anything can't understand anything 
continuous either in time or in amplitude. continuous either in time or in amplitude. 
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DIGITAL DEFINITIONS:DIGITAL DEFINITIONS:

BITBIT:  One binary digit, with only two possible :  One binary digit, with only two possible 
values, 0 or 1values, 0 or 1

BYTEBYTE: 8 bits: 8 bits
How many decimal values can a byte How many decimal values can a byte 

have? 2have? 288 1=255 This is a handy number1=255 This is a handy numberhave?  2have?  288--1=255.  This is a handy number 1=255.  This is a handy number --
more than the total number of symbols we often more than the total number of symbols we often 
use use -- numerals,  punctuation, letters (small and numerals,  punctuation, letters (small and 
capitals), etc.  So text characters  are usually capitals), etc.  So text characters  are usually 
coded in a byte.coded in a byte.

WORDWORD:  :  
A A group of bits that constitute a number.  group of bits that constitute a number.  
Words Words have different numbers of bits have different numbers of bits 

depending on how the word is to be used and depending on how the word is to be used and 
the type of computer.  the type of computer.  

An An INTEGER INTEGER word word has a whole number has a whole number 
value, anvalue, an ASCII CHARACTERASCII CHARACTER is a numberis a numbervalue, an value, an ASCII CHARACTER ASCII CHARACTER is a number is a number 
associated with a letter or alphanumeric associated with a letter or alphanumeric 
character.  character.  

For For example, the letter “A” in ASCII is example, the letter “A” in ASCII is 
“01000001” in “01000001” in binary; the binary; the letter “a” in ASCII is letter “a” in ASCII is 
“01100001“01100001”.”.

SAMPLE:  SAMPLE:  
A A group of bits that represent a data group of bits that represent a data 

value at a particular time (or place).  value at a particular time (or place).  
How How do we change a voltage into a do we change a voltage into a 

sample? We use an  Analogsample? We use an  Analog--toto--Digital Digital 
Converter  (A/D Converter  (A/D or or ADC). ADC). 

AA l t d t t i l t fl t d t t i l t fA A sample may not need to contain lots of sample may not need to contain lots of 
bits to have the required resolution.  If data bits to have the required resolution.  If data 
consist of “yes” or “no” values, then 1 bit is consist of “yes” or “no” values, then 1 bit is 
enoughenough..

DYNAMIC DYNAMIC RANGE:  RANGE:  

The The range from the smallest number that range from the smallest number that 
can effectively be placed in a sample to the can effectively be placed in a sample to the 
largest number before the word "overflowslargest number before the word "overflows",  ",  
usually measured in usually measured in dB.dB.

What’s a dB?What’s a dB?

A A salesman wants to sell you an amplifier salesman wants to sell you an amplifier 
with a dynamic range of 40 dB !  Wow!  Is that with a dynamic range of 40 dB !  Wow!  Is that 
good? What does it mean?good? What does it mean?

dBdB stands for decibel, or ten ‘Bells’, after stands for decibel, or ten ‘Bells’, after 
Alexander Graham Bell.Alexander Graham Bell.

dB=10 dB=10 LogLog1010(E/E(E/E00)  where E is the energy )  where E is the energy 
or power of a signal and Eor power of a signal and E00 is a reference energy.is a reference energy.

Or:  dB=20 Or:  dB=20 LogLog1010(A/A(A/A00)  )  where where A is the A is the amplitude amplitude 
of a signal of a signal and Aand A00 is a reference is a reference amplitudeamplitude..

DYNAMIC DYNAMIC RANGE:  RANGE:  

Since Since increasing the number of bits in a increasing the number of bits in a 
sample by one increases the largest number sample by one increases the largest number 
by a factor of two,  dynamic range increases by a factor of two,  dynamic range increases 
by 6 dB/bit.  by 6 dB/bit.  

For For example,  example,  an 8an 8--bit bit word has word has 48 48 dB of dB of 
potential dynamic range (60 dB = 6 dB/bit *10 potential dynamic range (60 dB = 6 dB/bit *10 
bitsbits), but a 16), but a 16--bit word has 6*16 = 96 bit word has 6*16 = 96 dB.dB.

8 8  48 48 dB dB 
16 16  96 96 dB.dB.
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DATA RATEDATA RATE:  The number of samples of an :  The number of samples of an 
analog signal taken per time unit.  The data analog signal taken per time unit.  The data 
rate is particularly critical in digital analysis.  rate is particularly critical in digital analysis.  
The data are only defined at the times when The data are only defined at the times when 
samples are taken.  How can we do this and samples are taken.  How can we do this and 
not loose any information? not loose any information? 
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NyquistNyquist Theorem:  Theorem:  
An An analog signal sampled at a rate that analog signal sampled at a rate that 

is is at least at least twice the frequency of the highest twice the frequency of the highest 
frequency present in the signal will contain all frequency present in the signal will contain all 
the information that was in the original signal.  the information that was in the original signal.  

You must have at least 2 samples for You must have at least 2 samples for 
l t t i ll th i f ti il t t i ll th i f ti ievery cycle to retain all the information in a every cycle to retain all the information in a 

signal.signal.

The highest frequency where information The highest frequency where information 
is available (1/2 the sampling frequency) is is available (1/2 the sampling frequency) is 
called the called the NyquistNyquist frequencyfrequency..

You obtain a gravity profile like the one below. You want 
to digitize it for input into a computer.  How closely do 
you need to sample the data?

Here is a digitized signal – what is its frequency?

Time (sec)

You obtain a gravity profile like the one below. You want 
to digitize it for input into a computer.  How closely do 
you need to sample the data?

It could also represent a mis-digitized 1 Hz signal

Time (sec)

You obtain a gravity profile like the one below. You want 
to digitize it for input into a computer.  How closely do 
you need to sample the data?

Or a mis-digitized 2 Hz signal

Time (sec)

ALIASING:  ALIASING:  

When When a signal is sampled such that the a signal is sampled such that the 
NyquistNyquist rule is not followed, rule is not followed, we say that it is we say that it is aliasedaliased..
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Here is a set of drawings of a tire rotating.  The Here is a set of drawings of a tire rotating.  The 
top line shows snapshots at a frequency that top line shows snapshots at a frequency that 
will easily define the rotation of the tire.  The will easily define the rotation of the tire.  The 
other rows are sampled less often.other rows are sampled less often.

If If the the rotation rate of the rotation rate of the wheel is 32 wheel is 32 cycles/sec: cycles/sec: 
1)1) What is the sampling rate for each row?What is the sampling rate for each row?
2)2) What is the What is the sampling frequency sampling frequency for each row?for each row?
3)3) What is the APPARENT rotation rate for each What is the APPARENT rotation rate for each 

row.row.

ALIASING:  ALIASING:  

If we know that our signal has information at If we know that our signal has information at 
frequencies frequencies higherhigher than our than our NyquistNyquist frequency, frequency, 
what should we do?what should we do?

We usually filter the data with an We usually filter the data with an “anti“anti--alias” alias” 
filter that allows through (passes) all the low filter that allows through (passes) all the low 
f b t filt t ll thf b t filt t ll thfrequency energy, but filters out all the energy frequency energy, but filters out all the energy 
above the above the NyquistNyquist frequency.frequency.

What types of operations can be done What types of operations can be done 
efficiently on a computer?efficiently on a computer?

Several operations are important, and they Several operations are important, and they 
are based on the operations you already are based on the operations you already 
know know -- like addition, subtraction, and like addition, subtraction, and 
multiplication, plus two new operations that multiplication, plus two new operations that 
we will study we will study -- convolution and Fourier convolution and Fourier 
Transform.  These two processes form the Transform.  These two processes form the 
backbone of nearly all digital analysis. backbone of nearly all digital analysis. 

What’s a “filter”?What’s a “filter”?

A A filter is a device or process that filter is a device or process that 
modifies the input process such that the modifies the input process such that the 
output has different characteristics. The air output has different characteristics. The air 
filter in a car changes dirty air into clean air filter in a car changes dirty air into clean air 
by filtering out particles Soil filters outby filtering out particles Soil filters outby filtering out particles. Soil filters out by filtering out particles. Soil filters out 
impurities in ground water.impurities in ground water.

An An electronicelectronic filter changes the filter changes the 
characteristics of an electronic signal.characteristics of an electronic signal.

A A digitaldigital filter changes the characteristics filter changes the characteristics 
of a digital signal.of a digital signal.

When When we pass a signal through a filter,  we pass a signal through a filter,  
or through the earth,  or through a or through the earth,  or through a 
seismometer or amplifier,  that device or seismometer or amplifier,  that device or 
operation changes our operation changes our original signal original signal into a into a 
new signal.  new signal.  

The The purpose of signal analysis is to purpose of signal analysis is to 
apply operations (filters) to our signals that apply operations (filters) to our signals that 
make the information in them easier to see make the information in them easier to see 
and understand,  while reducing the effects of and understand,  while reducing the effects of 
undesirable components such as noise and undesirable components such as noise and 
echoes. echoes. 
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For For example, we will send a signal into example, we will send a signal into 
the ground with a hammer. The earth will filter the ground with a hammer. The earth will filter 
that signal by delaying it, reflecting part of the that signal by delaying it, reflecting part of the 
signal, and absorbing other parts.  signal, and absorbing other parts.  

We We will detect the signals with will detect the signals with seismoseismo--
meters meters that will further modify the signal. that will further modify the signal. 

What What we WANT in this case are parts of we WANT in this case are parts of 
the signal that represent the signal that represent sound waves sound waves 
traveling traveling through the earth.  In analysis we will through the earth.  In analysis we will 
attempt to remove the effects of those filters attempt to remove the effects of those filters 
that tend to distort or hide these features.that tend to distort or hide these features.

Digital Digital signal analysis is a very signal analysis is a very 
powerful tool for providing insight into powerful tool for providing insight into 
geological problems. geological problems. 

There There are several important are several important 
concepts used in digital analysis that we concepts used in digital analysis that we 
will look at brieflywill look at brieflywill look at briefly will look at briefly --

The concept of the The concept of the frequency frequency domaindomain
andand

The The process of convolutionprocess of convolution

We We usually look at geophysical data in usually look at geophysical data in 
terms of amplitude changes with time (or terms of amplitude changes with time (or 
distance).  Another way to look at it is in distance).  Another way to look at it is in 
terms of amplitude and frequency:terms of amplitude and frequency:

ti f0time frequency0

The The heavy arrow implies that it is possible to heavy arrow implies that it is possible to 
go from the time domain to the frequency domain go from the time domain to the frequency domain 
and back without losing any information.  This and back without losing any information.  This 
transformation is accomplished with the transformation is accomplished with the 
FOURIER TRANSFORMFOURIER TRANSFORM. . 

The The change from time domain to change from time domain to 
frequency domain is routine in nearly all frequency domain is routine in nearly all 
signal analysis of geophysical and other data.  signal analysis of geophysical and other data.  

Why is it so important?  Why is it so important?  

OftenOften,  more insight is acquired by ,  more insight is acquired by 
displaying the desired information in one displaying the desired information in one p y gp y g
domain or the other,  and domain or the other,  and 

many important mathematical operations are many important mathematical operations are 
far easier to accomplish in one domain than far easier to accomplish in one domain than 
in the other. in the other. 

Transforming Transforming linear numbers into linear numbers into 
logarithms changes multiplication and division logarithms changes multiplication and division 
into addition and into addition and subtraction subtraction and exponents and exponents 
into multipliers:into multipliers:

A /B  C

l (A) l ( ) l (C)log(A)  log(B)  log(C)

Dn  E

n  log(D)  log(E)

The The Fourier transform can be used Fourier transform can be used 
to change to change DIFFERENTIATIONDIFFERENTIATION and and 
INTEGRATIONINTEGRATION into simple multiplication  into simple multiplication  
and division in many and division in many situations.  situations.  

It It also also changesthechangesthe process of process of 
CONVOLUTIONCONVOLUTION into multiplication and into multiplication and 
divisiondivisiondivision.  division.  

More More on that later.....on that later.....
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So....  What's CONVOLUTION?? So....  What's CONVOLUTION?? 

The The convolution operation is very convolution operation is very 
important in seismology and geophysics in important in seismology and geophysics in 
general because it mathematically describes general because it mathematically describes 
how the earth filters the signals we put into it.  how the earth filters the signals we put into it.  

ForFor example when we hit the earth withexample when we hit the earth withFor For example  when we hit the earth with example  when we hit the earth with 
a hammer we generate an IMPULSE, or Delta a hammer we generate an IMPULSE, or Delta 
function.  As that impulse passes through the function.  As that impulse passes through the 
earth,  what happens to that signal can be earth,  what happens to that signal can be 
described by the operation of described by the operation of 
CONVOLUTION:CONVOLUTION:

Consider the seismic case:Consider the seismic case:

The The input to the ground is input to the ground is 
approximately an impulse:approximately an impulse:

hammer blow
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If If all the ground did was pass this impulse all the ground did was pass this impulse 
on at a particular velocity with refractions and on at a particular velocity with refractions and 
reflections arriving at various times,  our reflections arriving at various times,  our 
seismograms might look like the following:seismograms might look like the following:
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This is called a This is called a response functionresponse function..
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In In fact, the fact, the previous figure previous figure shows shows 
exactly what we want: all the reflections and exactly what we want: all the reflections and 
refractions, their amplitudes, signs, and times refractions, their amplitudes, signs, and times 
of arrival. of arrival. 

ButBut,  the earth isn't so nice,  and it ,  the earth isn't so nice,  and it 
changes the impulse by absorbing some changes the impulse by absorbing some 
frequencies and delaying the signal in a frequencies and delaying the signal in a 
process called process called FILTERINGFILTERING. . 

As As usual, reality is more complicated,  usual, reality is more complicated,  
in that each refraction path and each in that each refraction path and each 
reflector,  and each seismometer and source reflector,  and each seismometer and source 
for that matter,  change our nice clean for that matter,  change our nice clean 
impulse into a train of waves,  and our impulse into a train of waves,  and our 
hammer blow might actually look like:hammer blow might actually look like:

This is called This is called 
the “source the “source 
function”function”

Every Every time this train of waves hits time this train of waves hits 
another interface it gets changes by whatever another interface it gets changes by whatever 
"filter" that interface applies.  "filter" that interface applies.  

If If each interface above applied only an each interface above applied only an 
"impulse" filter as shown,  then our "impulse" filter as shown,  then our 
seismogram might look like:seismogram might look like:
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This This looks more like a looks more like a seismogramseismogram,   and ,   and 
the process that has been done is the process that has been done is 
CONVOLUTIONCONVOLUTION of the of the SOURCESOURCE function function 
(hammer) with the (hammer) with the RESPONSERESPONSE function of the function of the 
ground. ground. 

The The signal shown above is formed by signal shown above is formed by 
replacing each of the impulses in the response replacing each of the impulses in the response 
function by the source function multiplied by the function by the source function multiplied by the 
appropriate constant, then adding the results appropriate constant, then adding the results 
together.together.

Convolution Convolution involves:involves:
1) Multiplying each value of the input 1) Multiplying each value of the input 

signal by the values of the filter signal by the values of the filter 
IMPULSE RESPONSEIMPULSE RESPONSE

2) adding 2) adding the results together (this is the the results together (this is the 
output for oneoutput for one output for one output for one 

3) stepping 3) stepping the signal one time step and the signal one time step and 
repeating the operation.repeating the operation.

From your book (p. 193From your book (p. 193--194):194):


